LO C AT I O N
Renmark, South Australia
CLIENT
Renmark Paringa Council
C AT E G O R Y
Redevelopment
FE AT U R E S
Commercial Grade PVC Liner
Custom-Designed Stainless
Steel Gutters
Stainless Steel Perimeter
Reticulation System

Renmark Outdoor Pool
The renovation works at the Renmark Swimming Centre are a masterclass
in rejuvenating ageing community assets. Utilising stainless steel perimeter
gutters and the finest water treatment system to ensure longevity and
quality the Hydrilla team has delivered another outstanding commercial
renovation.

Renmark Paringa Council had experienced tremendous success in renovating
their indoor swimming facility, the Alan Coulter Recreation Centre, and now
wanted to rejuvenate their outdoor aquatic facility to the same high-quality
standard. Renovation works focused on the existing 50m pool, transforming
it into a modern wet deck and improving disability access. In addition, a new
water treatment system (including pipework) was installed for all three pools.
The result is a facility that looks like new, state-of-the-art construction and has
given a boost to the local community.
The renovation used custom-designed Stainless steel gutters and a
commercial-grade PVC liner both from a manufacturer in the United States.
Shipping was an issue due to the effects of the global pandemic, however, the
council and our team overcame delays by maintaining good communication
and collaborating to develop a workaround. Border closures created additional
issues as the specialist who installed the PVC liner was located in Victoria and
unable to leave due to that state’s lockdowns. Technology allowed our team
who have assisted in installations before to complete some tasks remotely with
guidance to keep the project on track.
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RENMARK OUTDOOR POOL
The stainless steel gutter used in the renovation is only the second commercial renovation application in Australia, it was previously
used in the Murray Bridge Swim Centre Redevelopment. The Natare Stainless Steel Perimeter Recirculation System performs all
necessary functions for the proper operation of the pool’s hydraulic system: supply, skimming, and return. The recirculation system
features a continuous perimeter conduit that uniformly distributes clean, filtered, disinfected water to the pool through specially
designed orifices below the surface of the water.
The renovation project was a huge undertaking with the supply of resources and specialist trades impacting the timeline, however,
thinking creatively, maintaining communication with the client and making use of technology we have been able to produce a worldclass finish to the Renmark Outdoor Swim Centre. National Standards have been surpassed and the finish is nothing short of sublime
and will withstand the test of time in the harsh Australian Climate.
Collaborating with Natare Corporation the pools reticulation system was designed to exceed commercial swimming pool water
standards and ensure that crystal clear and safe bathing water was a constant feature in this regional swimming complex. Each Natare
Gutter is custom designed for the specific project, making sure that the highest quality water is available in the pool at all times.
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